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Networked Information Technologies, Elections, and Politics 2012 jongwoo han s networked information technologies elections and politics korea and the united states is a study on the changes that have been occurring in elections politics
and democratic movements in both the united states and korea there has undoubtedly been a paradigm shift in political discourse as the industrial age mass media based public sphere gives way to the new networked information
technologies nnit based cyber sphere analyzing and comparing korea s presidential election in 2002 and the united states 2008 presidential election han discusses the impact of nnits in electoral politics as previously apolitical young
generations have become more involved and transformed themselves into both a cohesive voting bloc and a formidable constituency han also addresses the role of nnits in korea s beef crisis and president obama s legislation battle to reform
the u s health care system revealing unprecedented opportunities to observe this major change occurring in political systems during the so called information age
Horizon Scanning. The Role of Information Technologies in the Future of Civil Society 2022-05-10 herein an interdisciplinary group of scholars analyze the possible technological impacts on civil society s development drawing upon the
horizon scanning methodology the overarching aim of this collection is to broaden the spectrum of the social and technical imaginare one specific objective is to analyze how technological advancements may influence the development of
civil society in russia the former soviet union and central and eastern europe a second is to assist those involved in such issues to make decisions in the context of possible future development scenarios
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Music Education with Digital Technology 2008-10-01 this book draws together a range of innovative practices underpinned by theoretical insight to clarify musical practices of relevance to the changing nature of schooling and the
transformation of music education and addresses a pressing need to provide new ways of thinking about the application of music and technology in schools the contributors covers a diverse and wide range of technology environments and
contexts on topics that demonstrate and recognize new possibilities for innovative work in education exploring teaching strategies and approaches that stimulate different forms of musical experience meaningful engagement musical
learning creativity and teacher learner interactions responses monitoring and assessment
Immigrant Youth Who Excel 2017-08-30 the book has two parts through a series of four interconnected studies the first focuses on the youths perceptions we meaning the reader and i accompany them on their way into the new school in
chapter 1 and listen to evaluations of their academic and social experiences in chapter 2 we learn about their informal social adaptation in various life settings emphasizing gender differences in coping mechanisms from here we proceed to
public opinion formation in the course of preparation for first time voting in a new political culture chapter 3 perceptions of the military in chapter 4 as the last stage of compulsory postsecondary civic engagement for israeli youngsters
close this section the second part places in the limelight the reactions of the educational system to catering to the needs of these immigrants who excel chapter 5 dwells on teachers perspectives on the challenge they present exploring
differences in these perspectives according to their years of experience and subject matter area chapter 6 examines the organizational modus operandi of several schools eliciting field based models for handling immigrant students evolving
from the latter chapter 7 offers an anthropological approach for training teachers to work optimally with immigrant and culturally diverse students the programmatic epilogue offers an operational model for materializing the potential to
enhance global participation for immigrants as well as locals ensuing from the inter cultural encounter research procedures that are common to a number of studies are explained upon first mention to aid in the visualization of adaptive
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patterns emerging from this large body of data on both immigrant youth and educators in the receiving society tables summarizing findings are provided for all but chapter 7 in addition to the comparative component each chapter also
includes an assessment of globalization proneness in light of its specific topic
Information and Technology Literacy: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications 2024-04-15 people currently live in a digital age in which technology is now a ubiquitous part of society it has become imperative to develop and
maintain a comprehensive understanding of emerging innovations and technologies information and technology literacy concepts methodologies tools and applications is an authoritative reference source for the latest scholarly research on
techniques trends and opportunities within the areas of digital literacy highlighting a wide range of topics and concepts such as social media professional development and educational applications this multi volume book is ideally designed
for academics technology developers researchers students practitioners and professionals interested in the importance of understanding technological innovations
Emerging Developments and Technologies in Digital Government 2014-01-10 as the digital government field continues to evolve rapidly scholars and professionals must stay ahead of the curve by developing innovative solutions and
gaining comprehensive insights the global landscape of digital governance is undergoing transformative shifts necessitating a deep understanding of historical developments current practices and emerging trends this urgent demand for
knowledge forms the crux of the problem that the book emerging developments and technologies in digital government addresses with expert knowledge and insights the book serves as an indispensable resource for academic scholars
grappling with the complexities of digital government it critically examines historical transitions from technology centric paradigms to people centric models shedding light on the global impact of open data initiatives and the vital role of
human computer interaction in reshaping government websites for professionals and researchers across disciplines such as library sciences administrative management sociology and information technology this book becomes a beacon
offering insights and tangible solutions to navigate the multifaceted dimensions of digital government
Digital Technologies for Democratic Governance in Latin America 2019-03-01 this book is the first to comprehensively analyse the political and societal impacts of new information and communication technologies ict in a region of the
global south it evaluates under what conditions some latin american governments and people have succeeded in taking up the opportunities related to the spread of icts while others are confronted with the pessimist scenario of increased
digitally induced social and democratic cleavages specifically the book examines if and how far the spread and use of new ict affected central aims of democratic governance such as reducing socio economic and gender inequality
strengthening citizen participation in political decision making increasing the transparency of legislative processes improving administrative processes providing free access to government data and information and expanding independent
spaces of citizen communication the country case and cross country explore a range of bottom up driven initiatives to reinforce democracy in the region the book offers researchers and students an interdisciplinary approach to these issues
by linking it to established theories of media and politics political communication political participation and governance giving voice to researchers native to the region and with direct experience of the region it uniquely brings together
contributions from political scientists researchers in communication studies and area studies specialists who have a solid record in political activism and international development co operation
CyberParks – The Interface Between People, Places and Technology 2018-02 this open access book is about public open spaces about people and about the relationship between them and the role of technology in this relationship it is about
different approaches methods empirical studies and concerns about a phenomenon that is increasingly being in the centre of sciences and strategies the penetration of digital technologies in the urban space as the main outcome of the
cyberparks project this book aims at fostering the understanding about the current and future interactions of the nexus people public spaces and technology it addresses a wide range of challenges and multidisciplinary perspectives on
emerging phenomena related to the penetration of technology in people s lifestyles affecting therefore the whole society and with this the production and use of public spaces cyberparks coined the term cyberpark to describe the
mediated public space that emerging type of urban spaces where nature and cybertechnologies blend together to generate hybrid experiences and enhance quality of life
Diversifying Digital Learning 2012-09-28 many schools and programs in low income neighborhoods lack access to the technological resources that those in middle and upper income neighborhoods have at their fingertips this inequity
creates a persistent divide in both formal and informal digital literacy that further marginalizes youths from minority and first generation communities diversifying digital learning outlines the pervasive problems that exist with ensuring
digital equity and identifies successful strategies to tackle the issue bringing together top scholars to discuss how digital equity in education might become a key goal in american education this book is structured to provide a framework for
understanding how historically underrepresented students most effectively engage with technology and how institutions may help or hinder students ability to develop and capitalize on digital literacies addressing the intersection of
digital media race ethnicity and socioeconomic class in a frank manner the lessons within this compelling work will help educators enable students in grades k 12 as well as in postsecondary institutions to participate in a rapidly changing
world framed by shifting new media technologies
Resistance, Liberation Technology and Human Rights in the Digital Age 2004-10-30 this book explains strategies techniques legal issues and the relationships between digital resistance activities information warfare actions liberation
technology and human rights it studies the concept of authority in the digital era and focuses in particular on the actions of so called digital dissidents moving from the difference between hacking and computer crimes the book explains
concepts of hacktivism the information war between states a new form of politics such as open data movements radical transparency crowd sourcing and twitter revolutions and the hacking of political systems and of state technologies the
book focuses on the protection of human rights in countries with oppressive regimes
Managing Impressions with Information Technology 2020-04-10 the contributors to this volume demonstrate the evolving ways in which impression management is conducted through the use of information technology whether
consciously or unconsciously individuals create and manage impressions of themselves when they use or interact with it or in an it environment how by managing the symbolism embedded in the technology for example technology is
often the primary medium in interactions between a client and a work team or virtual team dedicated to servicing the needs of that client the team itself may be geographically dispersed lending a deeper layer to the management of
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impressions among members of the team via their use of technology including e mail groupware videoconferencing and intranet development researchers in the behavioral effects and consequences of information technology will find
much of value here this book is also of interest to information technology practitioners and professors alike who work with or study the broader organizational and individual signals perceptions and effects of it related decisions graduate
students will find it appropriate as supplemental reading for courses on the organizational implications of it the behavioral effects of it the impact of it on corporate strategy and the impact of organizational design decisions
Innovations and Technologies for Soft Skill Development and Learning 2019-03-15 traditional education revolves around the teaching of technical skills especially within stem fields however soft skills broadly communication and
intrapersonal skills are essential within all fields especially those frequently involving research and collaboration however the focus on teaching students to be adept communicators and team members remains woefully underdeveloped
innovations and technologies for soft skill development and learning is a pivotal reference source that explores the mental and psychological growth of individual learners at different stages of education concerning soft skills and the need
for innovation and creativity to lead a successful career highlighting topics including higher education emotional intelligence and student behavior this book is ideally designed for educators curriculum developers instructional designers
administrators policymakers academicians researchers and students
EAI International Conference on Technology, Innovation, Entrepreneurship and Education 1991 this book presents the proceedings of the 1st eai international conference on technology innovation entrepreneurship and education tie 2017
which took place at canterbury christ church university on september 11 12 2017 the central theme of the conference is creativity and innovation especially in relation to technology business education social and political needs that make
modern society flourish the proceedings feature papers from a cross disciplinary audience that explore the process of creativity and innovation the goal is that the various disciplines can learn from each other and see how they might
benefit from the cross fertilization of practices
Defence Report 2017-10-02 with breadth and depth of coverage the encyclopedia of computer science and technology second edition has a multi disciplinary scope drawing together comprehensive coverage of the inter related aspects of
computer science and technology the topics covered in this encyclopedia include general and reference hardware computer systems organization networks software and its engineering theory of computation mathematics of computing
information systems security and privacy human centered computing computing methodologies applied computing professional issues leading figures in the history of computer science the encyclopedia is structured according to the acm
computing classification system ccs first published in 1988 but subsequently revised in 2012 this classification system is the most comprehensive and is considered the de facto ontological framework for the computing field the encyclopedia
brings together the information and historical context that students practicing professionals researchers and academicians need to have a strong and solid foundation in all aspects of computer science and technology
Encyclopedia of Computer Science and Technology 2017-02-22 technology integration and transformation of elections in africa serves as a standard textbook and a reference guide to students in both undergraduate and graduate programs in
tertiary institutions where elaborate discourse on the impact of technology to political elections and advancements across the continental africa have continued to gain weight the rationale in publishing this textbook far more outweighs its
timeliness but speaks highly of its significance because it deals with technology integration and transformation of elections in africa a region whose elections has been continuously marred by corruption and incessant fraudulent activities
perpetrated by both the citizens various political parties and the umpires whose responsibilities were to present a credible election elections in africa draws international attention and the news is seldom good for instance the elections in
kenya fueled violence that left 1 500 dead and 300 000 displaced while elections in zimbabwe suffered from massive fraud and brutal suppression in nigeria in 1999 and 2011 the result of the elections were in shambles and some of the
parties that lost the election took to the street resulting in the death of significant percentage of innocent people
Technology Integration and Transformation of Elections in Africa 2021-12-23 in a world bursting with new information ideas opportunities and technological advancements it is time to rethink how continuous learning shapes our future
amidst the ongoing digital revolution widespread educational reform and the most significant global pandemic of our lifetimes we are at a pivotal time in history transformative digital technology for effective workplace learning explores
the technological developments that are rapidly unfolding in the workplace and those that support workplace training what emerges is that the rate of change and the possibilities for improvement are more extensive than many of us
might have suspected from artificial intelligence to virtual reality from data analytics to adaptive learning there is the capacity for significant innovation and opportunity if harnessed in the right ways the book offers an overview of
several critical issues that face the future of the workplace and examines them through the lens of lifelong learning the book begins by conveying the current impacts on the workplace and how the internal function of learning and
development has evolved it then considers the eight learning imperatives that drive workplace learning and then looks at the future workplace exploring technological frameworks for digitally enhanced workplace learning the book
takes a deep dive into the capabilities of immersive technologies as well as into the insights enabled through learning analytics the goal of this book is not to merely describe technological advancements in the workplace but instead to
challenge the status quo and think critically about the future that lies ahead one aim is to have business leaders understand the necessity for ongoing workplace learning another is that individuals appreciate that lifelong learning is the
new social norm ongoing education allows people to become more open to change and less anxious about new experiences developing a growth mindset and adopting a company culture that says everyone can learn new things and
continue to improve their performance will become the standard most importantly as the business world is reconfigured before our very eyes ongoing learning must become an economic imperative
Transformative Digital Technology for Effective Workplace Learning 2003 find answers on how new and advanced telecommunications technology can improve and extend the quality of elementary and secondary education in the
united states
How to Ensure Ed/tech is Not Oversold and Underused 2024-03-18 in traditional educational settings teachers often need help engaging students adapting to diverse learning styles and keeping pace with technological advancements
which can lead to disengagement limited learning outcomes and a lack of preparation for the demands of the modern world navigating innovative technologies and intelligent systems in modern education offers a transformative solution
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to these challenges by exploring innovative strategies such as flipped learning gamification and personalized instruction this book equips educators with the tools to create dynamic student centered learning environments it emphasizes the
importance of leveraging digital tools and resources to enhance teaching assessment and feedback ensuring educators stay at the forefront of modern education by implementing the strategies outlined in this book educators can create
inclusive interactive classrooms that inspire motivate and empower students to reach their full potential
Navigating Innovative Technologies and Intelligent Systems in Modern Education 2013-01-17 turbulence characterises the current global scene this book uses complementary theoretical approaches to understand and help prescribe policies
to re frame the regional development problem in turbulent times these approaches are evolutionary complexity evolutionary economic geography emergence theory and resilience theory from below they address the four major crises
creating a perfect storm for societies and economics involving the climate change crisis the energy crisis the banking and financial crisis and the global economic crisis this book analyses and proposes ways in which regional economies in
particular are having to be reframed to address these crises first many must evolve in new ways possibly moving back from the service economy towards a new greener form of manufacturing of goods as well as services accordingly
regional economies are innovating in new ways amongst these are the quest for relatedness within their own regional orbits and promoting modularity as a mode of analysis and a policy stance to stimulate innovation across industry and
geographical borders finally regional economies and societies are discovering that from a resilience perspective they must find answers to the higher levels of governance with which they increasingly struggle in this respect regional
economies are in transition and regional processes are emergent the transition seeks to address the four crises involving re balancing re directing and re framing future policy and practice this book describes many of the novel framings
involved in understanding the new ways in which this major task is being addressed in theory policy and everyday practice
Re-framing Regional Development 2022-08-19 this book provides an understanding of the evolution of digitization in our day to day life and how it has become a part of our social system the obvious challenges faced during this process
and how these challenges were overcome have been discussed the discussions revolve around the solutions to these challenges by leveraging the use of various advanced technologies the book mainly covers the use of these technologies in
variety of areas such as smart cities healthcare informatics transportation automation digital transformation of education the book intends to be treated as a source to provide the systematic discussion to the bouquet of areas that are essential
part of digitized societies in light of this the book accommodates theoretical methodological well established and validated empirical work dealing with various related topics
Evolution of Digitized Societies Through Advanced Technologies 2001 theory and practice of triple helix model in developing countries contributes to the expanding literature on triple helix innovation focusing on developing countries
the book is based on practical cases and experiences from africa latin america and asia relevant experiences and best practices from developed countries are also examined the book is presented as a response to the growing awareness about
the need for policy shift from the traditional technology transfer practice to a policy position that is capable of providing a sustainable basis for innovation and technological progress in developing countries the book explores the triple helix
system of innovation based on the dynamics of the interactive relationships between government industry and universities in the creation dissemination and sharing of knowledge in developing countries a major point addressed by the
book is the extent to which the triple helix system of relationships between university industry and government can enhance the effectiveness of universities in developing countries as agents of innovation industrialization and
sustainable development
Issues in Science and Technology 2011-02-25 the sage guide to curriculum in education integrates summarizes and explains in highly accessible form foundational knowledge and information about the field of curriculum with brief simply
written overviews for people outside of or new to the field of education this guide supports study research and instruction with content that permits quick access to basic information accompanied by references to more in depth
presentations in other published sources this guide lies between the sophistication of a handbook and the brevity of an encyclopedia it addresses the ties between and controversies over public debate policy making university scholarship
and school practice while tracing complex traditions trajectories and evolutions of curriculum scholarship the guide illuminates how curriculum ideas issues perspectives and possibilities can be translated into public debate school practice
policy making and life of the general public focusing on the aims of education for a better human condition 55 topical chapters are organized into four parts subject matter as curriculum teachers as curriculum students as curriculum and
milieu as curriculum based upon the conceptualization of curriculum commonplaces by joseph j schwab subject matter teachers learners and milieu the guide highlights and explicates how the four commonplaces are interdependent and
interconnected in the decision making processes that involve local and state school boards and government agencies educational institutions and curriculum stakeholders at all levels that address the central curriculum questions what is
worthwhile what is worth knowing needing experiencing doing being becoming overcoming sharing contributing wondering and imagining the guide benefits undergraduate and graduate students curriculum professors teachers
teacher educators parents educational leaders policy makers media writers public intellectuals and other educational workers key features each chapter inspires readers to understand why the particular topic is a cutting edge curriculum
topic what are the pressing issues and contemporary concerns about the topic what historical social political economic geographical cultural linguistic ecological etc contexts surrounding the topic area how the topic relevant practical and
policy ramifications and contextual embodiment can be understood by theoretical perspectives and how forms of inquiry and modes of representation or expression in the topic area are crucial to develop understanding for and make impact
on practice policy context and theory further readings and resources are provided for readers to explore topics in more details
Theory and Practice of the Triple Helix Model in Developing Countries 2015 with the increased digitisation of society comes an increased concern about who is left behind from societal causes to the impact of everyday actions the digital
disconnect explores the relationship between digital and social inequalities and the lived consequences of digitisation ellen helsper goes beyond questions of digital divides and who is connected she asks why and how social and digital
inequalities are linked and shows the tangible outcomes of socio digital inequalities in everyday lives the book introduces the key theories and concepts needed to understand both traditional and digital inequalities research investigates a
range of socio digital inequalities from digital access and skills to civic participation social engagement and everyday content creation and consumption brings research to life with a range of qualitative vignettes drawing out the personal
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experiences that lay at the heart of global socio digital inequalities the digital disconnect is an expert exploration of contemporary theory research and practice in socio digital inequalities it is also an urgent and impassioned call to broaden
horizons expand theoretical and methodological toolkits and work collectively to help achieve a fairer digital future for all ellen j helsper is professor of digital inequalities at the department of media and communications at london school of
economics and political science
Supercomputing and American Technology Leadership 2015-06-05 asian economic systems provides readers with a crisp analytic framework concepts and narrative highlighting contemporary asia s systemic diversity the framework
facilitates insightful comparison with the western neoclassical ideal this method allows students to easily appreciate the special virtues of various asian economic systems and compare them with those offered in the west this objective is
buttressed with background material on asian economic history where appropriate together with basic data on asian and global economic performance to help students integrate concepts with experience the approach provides an objective
platform for discussing asia s place and future in the new global order it makes it clear that there is no universally best economic system there are a variety of good systems and nations should choose the system that best suits their cultural
heritage values and aspirations the approach informs discussions about the wisdom of forming regional free trade zones economic communities like asean and unions analogous to the european union as well as forging a one world system of
economic governance also asian economic systems has a secondary goal it provides the tools needed for training students in how to apply microeconomic macroeconomic and financial principles to practical issues of systems and policies the
book focuses on east and southeast asia the term asia is used as a shorthand for the cultural region dominated historically by confucian kinship networks japanese communalism and theravada buddhism and more recently by marxist leninist
communism it excludes the middle east central asia the himalayan states south asia malaysia indonesia the philippines russia and america s asia pacific possessions the book identifies and elaborates four rival market systems in contemporary
asia each with its own distinctive performance characteristics potentials and humanist properties 1 communist china vietnam laos and cambodia 2 confucian taiwan singapore hong kong and south korea 3 communal japan and 4 theravada
buddhist thailand and sri lanka their comparative merit is partly obscured by differences in stages of economic development epochal and conjunctural factors but their special positive and negative attributes are unmistakable and are
compared with north korea s communist command system which is the region s fifth core alternative to democratic free enterprise
The SAGE Guide to Curriculum in Education 2006 since its sudden and dramatic formation upon winning the competition to design paisley civic centre in 1963 hutchison locke and monk hlm architects has consistently served and adapted
to the changing requirements of britain s welfare state and has instinctively dedicated its professional services to community architecture conceived from the perspective of founding partner tony monk this book reveals the inside story of
how the partnership has grown over 50 years to become a leading uk national practice it sets out the early influences and progressive design philosophy of hlm architects and analyses how they developed their design ethos from late
modern through contextual post modern architectural styles by the early 1980s and then matured into producing its own contemporary designs explaining why these changes took place over that period as well as reflecting the
transformations in the social and political landscapes and in aesthetic approaches it also inevitably records the changing social history of the architectural profession from labour intensive manual presentations using drafting pens and
drawing boards through to the slick mass produced computer modelling that accompanied the digital revolution and the fundamental adjustments needed to meet the realities of managing an efficient modern commercial business working
with the hlm board the authoritative contributors are directors who have used their knowledge and experience in responding to government legislation with innovative architectural solutions in their specialist fields hlm chairman
christopher liddle is a leading exponent of defence and custodial procurement alongside caroline buckingham in education and leslie welch in healthcare their award winning projects now help formulate current policy the critical
introduction by dr edward denison re examines the practice s philosophy and contribution to the evolving welfare state during the second half of the twentieth century the conclusion is a perceptive assessment of the future direction of
the architectural profession and a statement of hlm s continuing commitment to improving our society the complex relationships described shed new light on previous architectural theories and in doing so this book adds to the knowledge
of post war british architecture
����� ... 2021-02-10 popular mechanics inspires instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern world whether it s practical diy home improvement tips gadgets and digital technology information on the newest cars or
the latest breakthroughs in science pm is the ultimate guide to our high tech lifestyle
The Digital Disconnect 2013-03-22 the integration of technology has become an integral part of the educational environment by developing new methods of online learning students can be further aided in reaching goals and effectively
solving problems the handbook of research on innovative pedagogies and technologies for online learning in higher education is an authoritative reference source for the latest scholarly research on the implementation of instructional
strategies tools and innovations in online learning environments featuring extensive coverage across a range of relevant perspectives and topics such as social constructivism collaborative learning and projects and virtual worlds this
publication is ideally designed for academicians practitioners and researchers seeking current research on best methods to effectively incorporate technology into the learning environment
Asian Economic Systems 1987-03 the smart city movement during the last decade and a half advocated the built environment and digital technology convergence with the backing of institutional capital and government support the
commitment of a significant number of local governments across the globe in terms of official smart city policies and initiatives along with the constant push of global technology giants has reinforced the popularity of this movement this
two volume treatment on smart cities thoroughly explores and sheds light on the prominent elements of the smart city phenomenon and generates a smart city blueprint the first volume with its 12 chapters provides a sound
understanding on the key foundations and growth directions of smart city frameworks technologies and platforms with theoretical expansions practical implications and real world case study lessons the second companion volume offers
sophisticated perspectives on the key foundations and directions of smart city policies communities and urban futures with theoretical expansions practical implications and real world case study lessons these volumes offer an invaluable
reference source for urban policymakers managers planners practitioners and many others particularly to benefit from it when tackling key urban and societal issues and planning for and delivering smart city solutions moreover the book
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is also a rich and important repository for scholars and research and undergraduate students
���� 1952 a productive society is dependent upon high performing government this third edition of the public performance and productivity handbook includes chapters from leading scholars consultants and practitioners to explore all
of the core elements of improvement completely revised and focused on best practice the handbook comprehensively explores managing for high performance measurement and analysis costs and finances human resources and cutting
edge organizational tools its coverage of new and systematic management approaches and well defined measurement systems provides guidance for organizations of all sizes to improve productivity and performance the contributors discuss
such topics as accountability organizational effectiveness after budget cuts the complementary roles of human capital and big data and how to teach performance management in the classroom and in public organizations the handbook is
accompanied by an online companion volume providing examples of performance measurement and improvement manuals across a wide variety of public organizations the public performance and productivity handbook third edition is
required reading for all public administration practitioners as well as for students and scholars interested in the state of the public performance and productivity field
The Film Weekly 2017-07-06 ��� ������������������������������������������������������������������ aws�����������iac��aws�� ������������ ������������������
�� ������������������� �� �1� aws�web������������� �2� aws config�aws cdk������������� �3� ������kpi�webhook������������������������ �4� ��������������������
������ �5� ������ �����������
HLM50+ Towards a Social Architecture 1992-09 this book considers the role use and implications of transformative and active instructional strategies in higher education it examines the changing landscape of higher education and serves as
a foundational lens and framework for thinking through higher education from both an experiential and transformative instructional context
Popular Mechanics 2016-12-28
Handbook of Research on Innovative Pedagogies and Technologies for Online Learning in Higher Education 2023-10-26
Smart City Blueprint 2021-07-26
The Public Productivity and Performance Handbook 2022-03-11
for Startups Tech Book Vol.2 2018-10-15
Transformative Student Experiences in Higher Education
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